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Recommended toilet seat: Reveal® Quiet CloseTM K-4008 (sold separately)

* KOHLER toilet with ContinuousClean compared to KOHLER toilet without ContinuousClean. 
Based on consumer perception study and bacterial counts.

†10" and 14" rough-in require kit (sold separately)

Revolution 360 swirl flush technology 
This innovative flushing technology sends 
360-degrees of water through the bowl for 
complete coverage that leaves nothing behind. 

ReadyLock® installation system 
The patented ReadyLock system doesn’t  
require any holes to be drilled into the floor  
on most installations. It makes installation  
fast and easy. 

Easy-to-clean skirted trapway 
The base of the toilet can be the hardest area 
to clean. We eliminated the nooks and crannies 
of a traditional toilet and replaced them with 
smooth sides, making them easier to clean.

CleanCoat surface treatment 
CleanCoat prevents bacteria, mildew and  
mineral deposits from sticking to the bowl,  
so your toilet stays cleaner longer.

The Corbelle two-piece toilet features a skirted trapway, Revolution 360® swirl flush technology and optional ContinuousClean 
technology designed to keep the bowl cleaner longer. At Kohler, we think about toilets so you don’t have to. 

SKU Description Tank SKU Bowl SKU Rough-In† Water Usage Bowl Shape

Two-Piece Toilets

K-3814 Corbelle Comfort Height toilet K-4143 K-4144 10"/12"/14" 1.28 gpf Elongated

K-5709 Corbelle Comfort Height toilet 
with ContinuousCleanXT 

K-5711 K-4144 10"/12"/14" 1.28 gpf Elongated

AquaPiston® flush engine  
The driving force behind Revolution 360 with 
ContinuousClean is the AquaPiston canister 
flush engine. AquaPiston packs a powerful 
punch to eliminate clogs.

ContinuousClean Self-Cleaning Technology 
ContinuousClean technology with CleanCoatTM 
surface treatment keeps the bowl clean 5x 
longer,* and with the ContinuousClean XT  
two-tablet system, tablets last for up to a year 
with standard use.

Corbelle® Comfort Height® Toilet

WaterSense®-labeled toilets use at least 20% less 
water than standard 1.6-gallon toilets while still 
meeting strict flushing performance guidelines. 


